JOHN R. LYNCH ST.
CORRIDOR
Beginning at Roundabout Five and extending, not just to the Ellis Street intersection, but slightly west to also include the Bowling
Alley.
Over the years, the character of John R. Lynch St. has not changed much other than a growing collection of businesses and
homes that are unoccupied and suffering from the lack of use, care, and attention. A few of the buildings show promise that with
a makeover effort can be transformed back into a viable part of the streetscape. Unfortunately there are others which really need
to be torn down because they now represent health and safety problems.
Closer to the Ellis Avenue intersection there is more emphasis on commercial enterprises while heading east (towards JSU) ther
are a series of churches, daycare centers, and a couple of businesses (such as Boston Seafood and adjacent laundry) that
continue to do well.
The proposed vision is to combine a building makeover with a landscape program that features sitting areas where people can
safely gather and rest during walks up and down the street.
In addition to the neighborhood group meetings (such as Pecan Park Neighborhood Association) there need to be meetings with
existing business owners, churches, and local entrepreneurs so as to garner additional insight as to how best “fill in” the vacant
and derelict properties while at the same time assist in finding ways to refurbish and renew existing establishments.
As for the new proposed buildings the visioning suggestion is to create a series of mixed use buildings offering commercial
opportunities at the ground floor with residences on the second and (possibly) third floors. This would present to the passerby
“life” at all times of the day with shops during business hours and the residences at night.
Another envisioned treatment is the reinforcing safe walking along Lynch Street. To promote and support people and activity
along the street where businesses can be locally supported as well as enjoying small park areas, the recreational rebirth of Lynch
Creek, and sitting respites for people to safely gather and share. Complimenting the street side emphasis would be banners
affixed to power poles to celebrate and “advertise” upcoming events and at each sitting area a pole topped with a sign identifying
the West Jackson location and a lower sign identifying the specific neighborhood one is experiencing.
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UNIVERSITY BLVD.
CORRIDOR
Originally known as Terry Road, this street runs from Highway 80 defining the south end running east-northeast to Pascagoula
Street defining the north end. In between the emphasis has been commercial with residences intersecting at various junctures
along the road. The key feature to the southern end is Battlefield Park while a fires station and the JSU campus serve to define
the north end.
Approximately midway on University Boulevard is a stoplight located at the Florence Avenue intersection. Barely a block south is
Cherry Street intersecting University from the east. This intersecting supports a variety of single story businesses but ones not of
“normal” consumer needs. At this location are automotive services, an insurance company, and a City bus maintenance facility.
Along the north side of Florence is the JSU athletic field while on the south side are a row of vacant shotgun houses. On the east
side of University there are a variety of housing elements each of which appears to be in a state of disrepair or falling down.
One of the visioning goals has been to create a sense of community and place within a twenty minute walk. With the City facility
scheduled to be relocated and the availability of existing commercial buildings the proposal focuses on transforming this
intersection as a new retail center. Features would include a grocery store, a pharmacy, a cafe, a community resource center
providing a variety of activities for the young and old alike.
As part of this effort would be to improve/ enhance street and sidewalk lighting, repair/ improve existing streets and sidewalks,
create safe landscaped seating areas, introduce signage and banners, and create (working with the Hinds County Sheriff's
department) a neighborhood watch program.
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PHASING
The visioning transformation will begin by introducing aspects that will immediately fit into each neighborhood. These include
signage identifying the neighborhoods along each of the streets, sitting/ resting areas, landscaping, lighting exercise stations, and
gazebos for family and social gatherings.
There is an old saying, “To eat an elephant, take one bite at a time.” The same can be said for a vision such as this. Maintain
focus and commitment while (at all times) maintaining patience, persistence, and determination to see the vision through.

PHASE 1
Start creating a more coherent sense of identity for the different communities and for West Jackson as a whole. This phase will
also help the residents, visitors, and potential developers to see that something is happening to spur interest in West Jackson as
a place to invest socially and economically. This is to be part of a re-branding effort, signifying and highlighting the character and
potential within West Jackson. Along each of the three main streets (Robert Smith Sr. Parkway, West John R. Lynch Street, and
University Boulevard):
– Create a Mission Statement
– Create an Advisory Group to transform the visioning outline into a master planning effort to ensure progress is
implemented and realized within this area. This group would be a not-for-profit organization so that grants and other
fund raising efforts can be realized.
– Work with the JSU School of Urban Planning
– Work with the JSU CUBD
– Work with the City of Jackson to install additional and improved lighting along the streets and sidewalks, improve
underground utilities, and improve road and sidewalk conditions
– Enhance relationships with the Hinds County Sheriff's office for increased patrols and participation within the
community
– Establish strong links with Jackson State University to share resources, energy, and visions for growth, development,
and an improved community of unified neighborhoods all working together towards the same goals
– Introducing permanent neighborhood signage identifying the West Jackson community as well as the specific
neighborhood a person is in
– Securing banners (representing upcoming events or programs) to power and light poles
– Introducing landscaped sitting niches as a safe place for people to gather
– Along the Parkway, introduce outdoor gazebo elements with permanent grills to offer a place for block parties, group
celebrations, and community functions
– Collaborate with local businesses to support their enterprises as well as looking into transforming existing buildings into
new commercial venues
– Introducing flagpoles celebrating each country with a student enrolled at JSU at the roundabout at Dalton and Parkway
– JSU introducing a statue centered in the roundabout at Lynch and the Parkway.
– Work with the Ka-Boom organization to create safe playgrounds for neighborhood children
– Work with VOCM as they undertake an urban renewal project of their own; creating a multi-use building offering retail
and residential options to and for the community
– Continue to support and encourage local businesses

PHASE 2
Continue to maintain a sense of collaboration and unity. There will be moments sensing a lack of positive direction and realizing
goals as well as aspirations. This is the time to bolster up the forces and remain focused in the ultimate goal of turning around
the neighborhoods. The existing blight and challenges did not happen overnight. A great deal of time passed for the West
Jackson area to take on the character it presently has. So too, it will take time to turn the conditions around:
– Continue to strengthen the Advisory Group's affirmative action effort and adjust and/ or enhance the master plan and
mission statement.
– Review and assess the Phase 1 strategies and items
– Continue to work with the JSU School of Urban Planning and CUBD
– Continue to work with the City of Jackson
– Begin implementing features at each of the “Gateways” entering the neighborhoods. This would be at the Parkway and
Gallatin, Lynch and Ellis, and Hwy 80 and University. The gateways would be identity signage, a small park sitting
area, landscaping and space for outdoor venues to be held.
– Refurbishing existing buildings and streetscapes so as to encourage existing businesses to stay as well as enticing
entrepreneurs to invest in this area. There are City financial incentive programs that can possibly offer some
assistance in this matter.
– Begin planning and funding effort the larger vision components. In particular, the proposed Community Center to be
located at Rose and the Parkway, the businesses and residences outlined for Dalton and Deer Park/ the Parkway, and
the family park areas to be located between Roundabout Four (Prentiss) and Roundabout Five (Lynch).

PHASE 3
During this time, the Advisory Group will have become an established resource for the community. New leadership roles and
responsibilities will have been defined and created. Greater involvement and participation by the community at large will begin to
be realized. There will have been a series of accomplishments as well as items on the master plan that have not yet grown to
fruition.
This phase is one of assessing and preparing for the Phase 4 wave of action.

PHASE 4
This stage will begin transforming the verbalized ideals and aspirations into a reality. Over the course of the previous three
phases there will have been adjustments made to the master plan with some aspirations being pushed back while new
opportunities placed ahead. Now that the foundation of an improved community has been set into motion the focus for this phase
will be:
– Encouraging home improvement efforts with introducing adaptive re-use strategies
– Converting vacant and derelict properties into new residential opportunities
– Continuing to work with the JSU resources for creating new features and aspects to the community

Phase 1 through Phase 4:

A visioning effort is intended to take an objective look at what is and begin envisioning
what can be. The proposed images reflect the verbalized aspirations of each of the neighborhoods. The easiest thing to identify
is what a person doesn't like or care for. The most challenging thing is to create what they would like to see. With differing
thoughts and opinions, consensus can be best reached by reviewing images that became the goal of this effort.
Because a scope and timeline have not been established, to submit a series of proposed costs for each item would not be
realistic while at the same time misleading. This is especially true for the larger proposed efforts (for example, the Community
Center). However, once a phase has been defined, a statement of probable construction cost can be created and used as a
budgetary tool.

MOBILIZING
Engines that drive a community are the people who reside there on purpose not by default. These “engines” are committed to
enhance the quality of life for neighborhoods and the community at large. In other words, not solely as a place to live but to work
and play in as well.
Thus, there is a need to create one “engine” reflecting a grass-roots coalition of stakeholders serving as a non-profit (probably a
501(c) 3) Advisory Group. This group would be a membership of representatives from the residential, commercial, scholastic,
religious, and public arenas who would represent the managing entity for this renaissance vision.
Funding would come from a combination of membership dues, donations, corporate partnerships, fund raisers, grants, etc. The
membership could be divided into two categories (depending on the commitment). One level would entitle the individual or
representative to have a voting power while a second tier group, while not having voting rights, would have access to all social
functions and fund raising events. All monies would be dedicated to a select full-time staff that would be responsible for
marketing and operational duties that would safeguard and promote phased efforts for the neighborhood areas.
Within the nearly 13.5 square miles defining West Jackson there are approximately 33,000 residents (representing approximately
19% of the Jackson population). Add to this mix the a) JSU faculty, staff and student body, b) churches, c) public and private
schools, and d) businesses, there is a potential membership pool approaching 50,000.
The Advisory Group's prime directive would be to address, monitor, and seek to resolve negative existing “conditions”:
– Safety/ Security/ Perceptions of crime
– Affordable housing
– Vacant & abandoned properties
– High unemployment
– Non-existing retail and/ or a commercial “district”
This resolution would certainly not occur “overnight” but with an organized body, the phased implementation of programs would
gradually lead to a complete renaissance vision. Also, by unifying and quantifying the vision the result of which would be
opportunities such as:
- Form partnerships
- Enhance leadership organizations
- Attract funds
- Meet community needs
- Enhance ability to grow
- Enhance local government's involvement and interest
- Create a competitive advantage
- Work with University resources

MOBILIZING (cont'd)
To realize the opportunities, the Advisory Group would be responsible to implement:
– A marketing plan
– A re-branding plan
– A phasing schedule
– House reform
– Redevelopment and preservation
– Awareness activities
– Safety programs
– Infrastructure improvements
– Grant submissions
– A mentor program

FUNDING OPTIONS & OPPORTUNITIES
- Corporate investors/ partnerships
- Donations
- Membership
- MDA
- Mary Reynolds Babcock Foundation
Assists people in the South to build (just and caring) communities that nurture people, bridge differences, foster
fairness, and promote civility.

- MS Heritage Trust
- National Trust Grant
This grant has assisted thousands of innovative preservation projects that protect while providing continuity,
diversity, and beauty.

- Youth Conservation Corps
This program offers skilled training to youth that can be applied to community projects as a form of
apprenticeship. These skills include carpentry, plumbing, electrical, mechanical, etc.

- Natural Resources Conservation Services
- EDA (Economic Development Administration)
Follow-up Grant

- Ford Foundation
- Kellogg Foundation
- Ka-Boom
- FHWA (Federal Highway Administration)
Bicycle transportation/ pedestrian walkways

- PNRS (Projects of National & Regional Significance)
- ARRA (American Recovery and Reinvestment Act) through MDOT
- SCORP (MS State Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan)
Safe, well-maintained & steadily improving facilities

RECOMMENDATION
This Visioning effort represents a starting point from which the neighborhoods, the City, JSU, businesses, schools, churches, etc.
can use as a springboard to create a unified West Jackson community. There are some naysayers would look at this “glass” as
being half empty, but those who live, work, and play within this tight knit community believe otherwise. The people committed to
making a difference ans seeking to transform the various neighborhoods back into the same respectable and well taken care of
community that it once was.
The various “shareholders” need to continue to work from the collaborative spirit that has been re-energized over the past few
months of meetings and discussions. Not unlike being a farmer, the collection of committed individuals have begun to prepare
their “plots of land” for planting seeds that will bear fruit as a new renaissance for each neighborhood, each street, and all
portions of West Jackson.
This package has been created to be used as a building block. A working told and resource from which the Advisory Group can
use as a template for implementing future growth and re-use strategies. This adventure will take time to fully realize, but by
taking the first steps the journey will not be realized.
“Life's a journey not a destination.” Steve Taylor
Best wishes and regards for the rewards about to be realized.

MEETING SUMMARIES
JSU GATEWAYS COMMUNITY BRAINSTORMING SESSION – 16 November 2011
What became the Visioning Effort began as a brainstorming session. A group of JSU, City of Jackson, neighborhood
representatives, and business representatives took a bus tour of various streets and neighborhoods in and around the JSU
Campus. This was followed up with a dialogue around community and economic development along the major streets of this
West Jackson locale.

GATEWAYS INITIATIVE MEETING – 14 December 2011
This session was a follow up to the November meeting. The focus continued to center on the prospects and opportunities for an
economic renaissance for this area of the City.

DAVID HOARD & DR. HILLIARD – 22 August 2012
A review of the proposed before and after visioning effort took place with Mr. Hoard and Dr. Hilliard. The additional visioning
treatments discussed focused on celebrating the international flavor of JSU by converting a Parkway roundabout into a place
where flags from around the world would be featured. The other enhancement was to transform the fifth roundabout (where the
Parkway intersects with West John R. Lynch) into a statue of the JSU tiger atop of a pedestal element with a landscape surround.

HINDS COUNTY SHERIFF TYRONE LEWIS – 27 August 2012
A brief meeting and discussion with Sheriff Lewis discussing the neighborhoods' concern about saftey and security needs for
residents and businesses alike. The Sheriff was aware of the challenges and would be interested in future discussions with
neighborhood groups on how to have his department work with the West Jackson shareholders.

VOICE OF CALVARY MINISTRIES BOARD MEETING – 27 August 2012
The VOCM Board has been entertaining development thoughts of their own, converting their existing 3.1 acres into a new threestory multi-use development that would house retail and VOCM services of the first floor with a second and third floor dedicated
to two-bedroom and three-bedroom condo units. The Board wanted to learn more of the proposed visioning effort to make sure
their effort would be represented in the overall visioning effort.

WEST JACKSON ALLIANCE – 26 September 2012
A verbal presentation of the character, scope, intent, and status of the Visioning project. The group's questions and statements
by the attendees reflected excited support for the undertaking. Especially when the ideal of preserving and introducing new was
highlighted.

MEETING SUMMARIES (cont'd)
COMMUNITY ADVISORY BOARD MEETING – 27 September 2012
The Advisory Board reconvened to experience the proposed vision for each of the neighborhoods in and around the Parkway,
West John R. Lynch Street, and University Boulevard. Aerial images of existing conditions, new proposed images, and images of
possible features to incorporate into the Visioning effort, were presented.

WEST CENTRAL JACKSON IMPROVEMENT ASSOCIATION – 18 October 2012
A presentation to shareholders representing a variety of neighborhoods within the project area. The audience was an interesting
combination of representatives from churches, neighborhoods, businesses, and JSU.
A survey was handed out and the results were:
– Improved housing values/ repair/ clean-up
– Reduce blight
– Improved neighborhood policing
– Improve safety
– City address dealing with crime and drug dealers
– Improved enforcing of City ordinances (animals, noise, parking, trash, etc.)
– Improve streets & sidewalks
– Improve access to goods & services
– More community parks/ green space
– Introduce walking and bike paths
– Organize youth activities (possibly within a community center)
– Organize activities for seniors (possibly within a community center)
– Neighborhood entry sign
– Introduce mixed use buildings for serving housing, office, & business
– Enhanced public transportation
– Improve Lynch Creek
– Improve street drainage
– Lower taxes

PECAN PARK NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION – 25 October 2012
Numerous association representatives turned out for an evening presentation of the proposed visioning program. The crosssection was an interesting mix of young home owners to senior representatives who have lived in the neighborhood for many
years. A survey sheet was handed to each attendee and the results are pending.
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